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The main results of this paper are contained in Sections 4 and 5. In 
Section 1 we explain some of the notations and terminology we use in this 
paper. In Section 2 we give several results concerning the images of abstract 
probabilities. In Section 3 we gather several definitions and results 
concerning Fourier transforms. In Section 4 we discuss liftings. In the 
theorem in Section 5 we prove the existence of continuous regular 
conditional probabilities. Under additional countability hypotheses the main 
part of this theorem was obtained by S. Zabell [ 111 (see also [ 1 I). Using the 
results in Sections 2 and 4 we establish all the results in Section 5 without 
any countability hypothesis. 
1. NOTATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY 
Let (E, 8, P) be a complete probability space, LY’(E, 8, P) the set of all P- 
integrable mappings of E into C, 9 the set of all a-measurable mappings of 
E into C, Jlr the set of all P-negligible mappings of E into C, S the quotient 
space Y/N, and rr: f +-+T the canonical mapping of 9 onto S. 
For every locally compact space X, let J?(X) be the set of all mappings of 
X into C, continuous and with compact support, 
and Cb(X) the set of all mappings of X into C continuous and bounded. By 
measure on X we mean Radon measure. For every measure ,u on X let 
g’(X, ,u) be the set of all essentially p-integrable mappings of X into C. The 
set of all bounded measures on X will be denoted M’(X). 
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For every compact space X let YO(X) be the tribe spanned by the G,- 
compact parts of X. For every locally compact space X let YO(X) be the tribe 
of all parts L of X having the property 
LnKESqK) for every G,-compact K c X. 
The two definitions given above coincide when X is compact. 
Let X be locally compact, let B”(X) be the set of all mappings of X into 
C bounded and Y&X)-measurable, and let B?(X) be the set of functions in 
B”O(X) which vanish outside a countable union of compact parts of X (which 
we may assume to be G,-compact). Then (see [5, pp. 80-831) B:(X) is the 
smallest set d of bounded mappings of X into C which has the following to 
properties: 
(1.1) SzA1X(X); 
(1.2) if ML, is a bounded sequence of functions belonging to ~4 
which converges pointwise to f thenfE &. 
Let X be a locally compact commutative group. We denote by m the Haar 
measure on X, by X the dual of X, endowed with the topology of uniform 
convergence on the compact parts of X, and by fi a Haar measure on d 
chosen such that the Plancherel formula holds ([3]). 
2. IMAGES OF ABSTRACT PROBABILITIES 
Let X be a locally compact space and a: E + X such thatfo a belongs to 
Y for every fE X(X). Let P (p) be the measure on X defined by 
P’“‘(f) = j,fo a dP 
for fEX(X). Clearly p(a) is a positive measure of total mass inferior 
to 1. 
For every locally compact space X let W(E; X) be the set of all mappings 
a: E + X having the following properties: 
(2.1) f 0 a E 9 for every f E X(X); 
(2.2) suPfeA(X) $f” a) = 7c(1)* 
PROPOSI~ON 1. Let a: E + X be a mapping satisfying (2.1). The 
measure PC=) has total mass 1 if and only if a E W(E; X). 
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ProojI We have (A = d(x)) 
P(O)(X) = z~ P(=)(f) = suf j,fo a dP 
= sup c n(fo a) dP = \ (sup n(fo a)) dP. 
fed E ‘E fsA 
Hence, Pea)(X) = 1 if and only if (2.2) holds. 
Remarks. (1) If X is countable at the infinity and if a:E -+ X satisfies 
(2. l), then a E V(E; X). 
(2) Property (2.1) does not imply a E W(E;X) (see [8]). 
In what follows (K(n)),,, is an increasing sequence of G, compacts uch 
that P(“) is concentrated on 
K(a)= uK(n) 
REN 
and L(co) is the complement of K(co). Obviously ~~~~~ belongs to B?(X). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let a E %T(E;X) and f~? B”O(X). Then f 0 a is 8- 
measurable and 
lxf dP’“‘=IEfoadP. 
For a proof see [8]. 
For every locally compact space X let W*(E; X)be the set of all mappings 
a: E -+ X having the following properties: 
(2.3) fo a is g-measurable for every P’*‘-measurable function 
f:x-+c; 
(2.4) I, f dP@’ = j,f 0 a dP for every bounded PC”‘-measurable 
function j X -+ C. 
Clearly W*(E;X) c W(E; X) (notice that (2.4) implies Pta)(X) = 1). 
EXAMPLES. (1) It is easy to see that if the topology of X has a coun- 
table basis then W*(E; X) = W(E; X). 
(2) If E is a separated topological space, P a positive measure of total 
mass 1 on E ([2, Chap. 91) and 8 the tribe of all P-measurable sets, then 
every P-measurable (that is, Lusin-measurable) mapping of E into X belongs 
to W*(E; X) (we notice that most of the measure theoretic “technical 
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difficulties” are due to the fact that (E, Z’,P) is an “abstract measure 
space”). 
A measure ,n on X is strictly regular if for every relatively compact ,u- 
measurable set A there are sets A i, A 2 in .9&Y) such that 
A, IA IA, and ,u(A, -A,)=O. 
An important result is the following ([4, pp. 288-2891): Every Haar 
measure on a locally compact group is strictly regular. One other result, 
which will be used below, is the following: If ,u is strictly regular and u is 
absolutely continuous with respect o ,u then v is strictly regular (see [8]). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let a E W(E; X). If P(“‘is strictly regular then 
a E W*(E; X). 
Proox It is enough to show that if A is P’“‘-measurable then a-‘(A) E B 
and 
P(=)(A) = P(a -l(A)). 
If A is relatively compact this is obvious. If A is not relatively compact we 
proceed as follows: Let (K(n)),,, be the sequence introduced before the 
statement of Proposition 2. Then 
a-‘(L(a)) = a-‘(X) - a-‘(K(aq) 
belongs to a since a - ‘(K(co)) belongs to 8. Moreover 
P(a-‘(L(a))) = P(E) - P(a-‘(K(KI))) 
= P@)(X) - P’“‘(K(a0)) = P’“‘(L(al)) = 0. 
Since A nL(o0) c L(W) and a-‘(A n L(a)) c a-‘(L(a)) it follows that 
A nL(o0) is P(a) -negligible and that a-‘(A nL(co)) is in E” and is P- 
negligible. For every n E K(n), A n K(n) is PC”‘-measurable and relatively 
compact; hence a-'(A n K(n)) E B and 
P’*)(A n K(n)) = P(a-‘(A n K(n)). 
Hence a-‘@ n K(co)) E 8’ and 
PCp)(A n K(m)) = P(a-l(A n K(a))). 
Hence 
a-‘(A) = a-‘(A n L(m))u a-‘(A nK(a,)) E B 
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and 
P(a-l(A)) = P(“)(A). 
Hence Proposition 3 is proved. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let X and Y be locally compact spaces and let 
a E 5V(E; X) and /I E V(E; Y). Then (a, /3) e W(E; X X Y). 
Prooj If f~ x(X x Y) then f o (a, p) is g-measurable (use [2, Ch. 4, 
Lemma 1, pp. 82-831). Moreover 
41) > sup 4fo (a,P>) 
fcA(xx Y) 
> sup $fo a) 74 g 0 PI 
cf,g)~AWxd(Y) 
= sup ( sup Nfo a) n(g 0 PI) 
fcA(X) geA(Y) 
= sup x(fo a)=z(l) 
fed(X) 
and hence SUPfEA(xxy) z(fo (a, /I)) = K( 1). Hence Proposition 4 is proved. 
We close this section with the following remark: Let X be a locally 
compact space and let a E V*(E; X) (f or our applications it is enough to 
consider the case when a E W*(E; X)). For everyfE 9’(E, 8, P) we define 
the conditional expectation off with respect to a as “the function E(f 1 a)“, 
on X to C, PCs) -measurable and satisfying 
i gE(f I a)dPCa) = [ (g 0 a)f dP (2.5) 
Jx JE 
for every function g, on X to C, P’“‘-measurable and bounded. 
3. FOURIER TRANSFORMS AND A REPRESENTATION FORMULA 
Let X be a locally compact commutative group. For every ,U E M’(X) we 
define the Fourier transform Rp: X-+ C by 
cF;u($ = 1 (2, x> 44x) 
X 
for 9 E k The function Kfi is is bounded and uniformly continuous on X. If 
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fE L?“‘(X, m) we write Srf instead of s’(f* m). The following well known 
result is used, essentially, below: 
PROPOSITION 5. Let yEhI’( IfSrvE2”(X,ti) then V=(Dmy)-m 
with D, v E 2” (X, m) and 
D, V(X) = j 
R 
(2, x) fly(?) dm(2) 
locally almost everywhere with respect to m. 
Proposition 5 implies that if jr, E L?‘(X, &) then D,v can be chosen 
continuous on X and vanishing at the infinity. The continuity property 
determines D,v uniquely on X. Notice also that if p is a strong lifting of 
(X, m) then 
p(D, v)(x) =j2 (.C x> rvt-f) d&t-f) 
for every x E X. 
In the Propositions 6 and 7, below, X is a commutative locally compact 
group, a E V(E; X) is such that PC”) is absolutely continuous with respect to 
m, and D,Pfa’ is “the density” of Pta’ with respect to m. 
Propositions 6 and 7 are due to S. Zabel (see [ 11, Theorem 2.11); they are 
given here to make the paper self-contained and since the setting is somewhat 
different han his (see also [9, lo]). 
PROPOSITION 6. Assume that the mapping i? t+ E($o a) belongs to 
p’(X, m). Then there is a density D,P Cm) which is continuous and vanishes 
at the infinity. 
ProoJ The conclusion follows from Proposition 5 since ,? ++ E(x” 0 a) is 
the Fourier transform FPCn’. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let fE Y’(E, 8, P) and assume that the mapping 
i w E((x” 0 a)f) belongs to g”(X, tii). Then 
Etf I a)(x) =(l/D,p’n’t~))~~ E((x* 0 a)f%f, x> dW) (3.1) 
almost everywhere with respect to Pta’. 
Since P(“) is absolutely continuous with respect o m it follows that it is 
strictly regular; hence a E F*(E; X) (see Proposition 3). 
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Notice that if U= {x 1 D,P’*‘(x) > 0) then U is m-measurable and 
Pyx - U) = 0. 
Proof. Clearly g = Edf 1 a) D,Pca’ is essentially m-integrable. Moreover 
) a)(x) D, Pea)(x) dm(x) 
1 a)(x) dP’“‘(x) 
for 2 E 2. By hypothesis STg E g”($ rit). Whence 
g(x) = ji E<(x” 0a) f)(.f, x> dfi(z) 
locally almost everywhere with respect to m and hence almost everywhere 
with respect o P (u). Since g = E(f 1 a) D,Pca’ (3.1) is proved. 
Tw let X and Y be two commutative locally compact groups. Then 
X X Y consists of all characters of the form 2 03 with A? E 2, y^ E Y. Let 
a E T(E; X) and /? E V(E; r). We have 
jTp(a,4)(2 @ 3) = I,, y (a,m dP’“*4’(x) 
= ~(x”oa)($~jl)dP 1 (3.2) 
for every 2 @ y^ E X x Y. Notice also that the mapping (Z,$) ++ 
XP(a*b)(2 @ j), of 2 X P into C, is uniformly continuous. 
4. LIFTINGS 
Let X and Y be two locally compact spaces, a E W*(E; X) and 
p E P(E; Y), and p a lifting of (I, P)). 
For every x E X and h E X(X) let 
h(h) = PW 0 P I a))(x) (4.1) 
Then, for every x E X, 
A, : h t-+ L,(h) 
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is a positive measure on Y of total mass inferior to 1. If for every h E X(Y) 
we denote I(h) the mapping x F-+ L,(h), of X into C, then 
Nh)) = I(h). (4.2) 
Let T= {x ( A,(l) < l}. We shall show that P’“‘(T) = 0. Indeed, by 
hypothesis, 
n(l)= sup n(h OP) 
heA 
Hence, there is an increasing sequence (h&,,, of functions belonging to 
d(Y) such that (h, 0 /3),,, converges to 1 almost everywhere with respect o 
P. Since 
L(l) 2 k&J = /G@, 0 P I a>>@), 
for every x E X and n E N, we deduce that A,(l) = 1 almost everywhere with 
respect o P(=). 
Now let v, E Cb(X). Then (here A(q) is the mapping x w A,(q)) 
P@(V)>(X) = UP) (4.3) 
for x @ T. 
We observe first that it is enough to consider the case when 0 <v, < 1. 
Then 
L(P) = sup uf- > 
O<fr;rn.f~X~Y) 
for every x E X, whence 
Moreover, 
1 - PMP)) = PC1 - 4P)) = PW - PI) 
>A(1 -cp)=ql)--(q), 
that is 
P(W))(X) Q UP) 
for x&T. Hence (4.3) is proved. 
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Notice that (4.1) and (2.5) imply 
I g(h, A,) dP(“’ = X I E (g 0 4th 0 PI dp 
for every bounded P@) -measurable function g: X-+ C and for every 
A E K(Y). If we take g = 1 we obtain 
I A, dP(=)(x) = P@). x 
From (4.2) we deduce that 1: x I--+ I, is appropriate with respect to (Pta’, p) 
(see [6, p. 1431). Hence (see [6, Theorem 4, pp. 145-1461) if 
and 
A c Y is P@‘-negligible 
fi Y-t R is P@‘-integrable 
then there is a P’“‘-negligible set H c X such that: 
(i) for each x fi? H, A is &-negligible; 
(ii) for each x 65 H, f is &-integrable; 
(iii) the mapping x t--+ SYf M, (defined almost everywhere on X) is 
PC”‘-integrable; 
(iv) 1, f dP@’ = sx cry f d1,) dP’“‘(x). 
Notice that if f is bounded and universally measurable then f is A,- 
integrable for each x E X. 
For every f E P(Y) we have 
! yf 0) WY) = Wf 0 P I a)(4 (4.4) 
almost everywhere with respect to PCs). 
Indeed, let s be the set of all fE Bm(Y) satisfying (4.4). Then p is a 
vector space, g 3 1, and Z 3 G?(Y). We deduce that .5’ 3 B?(Y). Let 
VWL be the sequence of sets introduced before the statement of 
Proposition 2, in Section 2. Then oKcrnj E .Y and hence 
cp L(c0) = 1 - %r(oo) E YEa; 
since L(co) is Pto) -negligible we deduce 
409/103/2-e 
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almost everywhere with respect o P). We deduce that iffE B”O( Y), 
i 
vJL(&MY) &(Y) = E(h(rn,f) o P I a)(x) = 0 
Y 
almost everywhere with respect o PC”). HencefpLgooj E F and hence 
Hence, (4.4) is proved. 
When /I E p(E; Y) (4.4) holds for every f: Y + C bounded and P@)- 
measurable. Indeed, since p E V*(E; Y) the function f 0 /3 is g-measurable. 
Let (.&, be a bounded sequence of functions belonging to .X(Y) which 
converges to f for each x 6Z A, where A is P-negligible. Then there is a 
P’“‘-negligible set H such that A is &-negligible for x & H. Also /3-‘(A) is P- 
negligible. Since, for each n E N, 
i yf.W d&c(Y) = W, 0 P I a)(x) 
almost everywhere with respect o P(O) we deduce that 
i yf(~) 4(y) = W-o P I a)(x) 
almost everywhere with respect o P(a). 
Remarks. Let SP be the set of all universally measurable parts of Y and 
let 
Wx,A) = I, q)AO) G-(Y) 
for (x, A) & TX %. Then, for every A E g’, K(x, A) = E@-‘(A) ( a)(x) 
almost everywhere with respect to P ((I). If we conveniently modify K for 
(x, A) E TX M we obtain a Markov kernel K’ such that, for every A E 2%’ 
K’(x,A) = E@-‘(A) I a)(x) (4.5) 
almost everywhere with respect o P @). If p E W(E; Y) (but not necessarily 
to V(E; Y)) we can define, in the same manner, a Markov kernel K’ on 
X X P,,(Y) such that (4.5) holds for every A E y,(Y). 
Let X be a locally compact space and ,U # 0 a positive measure on X. A 
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lifting of (X,p) is almost strong (see [8]) if there is a locally p-negligible set 
A c X such that 
P(f)(X) =f(x) 
for every f E Cb(X) and x &A. 
An important result, which will be used in the proof of the main result is 
the following: Let p # 0 be a positive measure on X and v # 0 a positive 
measure on X absolutely continuous with respect to p. If there is an almost 
strong lifting of (X, p) then there is an almost strong lifting of (X, v) (see 
[7, p. 37-381). 
If X is a locally compact group and m a Haar measure on X then there is 
an almost strong lifting of (X, m) (in fact, a much stronger theorem can be 
proved (see [6, p. 2221)). 
5. CONTINUITY PROPERTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS 
OF CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS 
Some of the main results of this paper are contained in the theorem below. 
THEOREM. Let X and Y be two locally compact commutative groups, 
a E V(E; X) and /3 E V(E; Y). Assume that PC”) is absolutely continuous 
with respect to m and that there is ME g’(X, m) satisfying 
IsTP’“.yz @y^)( <M(2) 61) 
for every (.C,$) E X x Y. Then, the density D,P’“’ can be chosen continuous 
and there is a mapping ,a: x I-+ ,u, of X into M’(Y) having the following 
properties : 
(i) for every x E X, p, is a positive measure of total mass 1; 
(ii) the restriction of p: x t--+p, to U= {x 1 D,P’“‘(x) > 0) is 
narrowly continuous; 
(iii) for every f E Bm(Y) 
i yf (y) dp,(y) = Echo b’ I a)(x) 
almost everywhere with respect to P(=‘; 
(iv) for every (x, 9) E U X Y 
Fp,( y^) = (l/D, P’“‘(x)) j .9-P-)(2 0 E)( y”, x) dm(?). 
B 
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I$ /3 E T*(E; I’), (iii) holds for every f: Y-1 C bounded and P@‘- 
measurable. 
ProoJ We observe first that P@) is strictly regular since m is. Whence, 
by Proposition 3, a E T(E: x). From (5.1) and (3.2) we deduce 
1 E(x” o a)/ = (FP(“*4)(.? @ I)1 < M(i) 
for every 2 E 2. Hence 2 c--1 E(%! o a) belongs to $‘(x, 6~) and hence we 
may assume that D,P@’ is continuous on X. 
Since P(“) is absolutely continuous with respect to m there exists an 
almost strong lifting p of (X, P@)); let A be the P’“‘-negligible set 
corresponding to p (see the end of Section 4). We define the mapping 
1: x t-+ 1, using the almost strong lifting p introduced above. 
For every y^ E P the mapping .? I-+ E((x” o a)f), where f = $0 j3, belongs to 
@(z, fi). By (4.4), (3.2), and Proposition 7 we deduce 
= (l/D, P’“‘(x)) j XP-)(i @J?)($, x) dti(i) 
B 
almost everywhere with respect o P@’ on the open set 
u = {x ( D, P(a)(x) > 0) 
(notice that Pea)(U) = 1 and U t Supp Pea)). Using (5.1) we can show that 
is a continuous mapping of U X B into C. 
For every y” E P denote by k(y^) the mapping x I+ k(x, 3) of U into C; 
obviously k(y^) is continuous on U. Let t E U - (A U T) and let fE X(X) 
such that Suppfc U and f(t) = 1; then 
W)(t) =f(t> W)(t) =Afk(y^))(t) 
=f(O &W))(t) =f (0 p@(?N(t) 
=f(t) We = w?. 
Hence, for every t E U - (A U 7’) and every y^ E p, 
(, (y”, y) a!&(y) = (l/~~P(“‘(t))Im~P(“.B)(~ @y^)($ t) dti(J). (5.2) 
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For every x E U we denote by k, the mapping y” t--+k(x, y^) of P into C; 
obviously k, is contiuous on f, From (5.2) we deduce that k, is of positive 
typeandk,(l)=lfireveryxEU-@UT). 
Since k: (x, 9) t-r k(x, 3) is continuous on U x Y we deduce that x I--+ k, is 
continuous as a mapping of U into the set of all continuous mappings of Y 
into C endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on the compact 
parts of Y. Since U - (A U T) is dense in U we deduce that k, is of positive 
type and k,(l) = 1 for every x E U. It follows that for every x E U there is a 
positive measure ,u, on Y, of total mass 1 such that 
k,(y^) = j (Y^,Y> WY) (=~&Ay^)) 
Y 
for y E Y. Obviously px = A, for x E U - (A U r). 
If S is a positive measure of total mass 1, on X, and if we define px = 6 for 
x E X - U, it follows that (i), (iii) (see (4.4)) and (iv) hold. From the 
continuity property of x t+ k, we deduce that (ii) also holds (see 12, Ch. 9, 
pp. 109-l 101). 
As shown in Section 4, (iii) holds for every fz Y + C bounded and Pea)- 
measurable when ,8 E w*(E; Y). 
Hence, the theorem is proved. 
Remarks. (1) We notice that 1: x ++ Lx is appropriate with respect to 
(Pea), p), ,u, = 1, almost everywhere with respect o PC=), and 
p(b) = ,( p, dp(“‘. 
X 
(2) Notice that x M pu,(y^) is Bore1 measurable for every y^ E Y. We 
deduce that x t-+ p,(f) is Bore1 measurable for every f E X(8) and hence for 
every f E B?(Y). If Y has countable basis it follows that x b p,(j) is Bore1 
measurable for every bounded Bore1 measurable function f: Y -+ C. 
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